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Abstract

We report an 8 year old boy with disseminated, life-threatening, drug treatment-resistant varicella zoster infection occurring during standard treatment for neuroblastoma in whom viral clearance and cure was effected by donor Lymphocyte infusion from his HLA-identical twin sibling.
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Introduction

Infection, including virus infection, is a major cause of mortality and morbidity during cancer chemotherapy. Varicella zoster virus infection has become a manageable infection with the advent of improved anti-viral drug therapy, but chronic illness with superficial lesions lasting for months and fatal disease dissemination is reported including in the context of increasing aciclovir drug resistance.¹⁻⁴

Reconstitution of virus-specific cell-mediated immunity in the immune compromised host is a therapeutic strategy to clear disease-causing virus where there is no drug therapy or where that therapy has been ineffective. This includes treatment of EBV, CMV and adenovirus infections after Haemopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) where donor or third party allogeneic lymphocytes, including selected virus-specific T-cells have been used.⁵⁻⁸

Case Description

We present an 8 year, 17Kg, old boy with stage 4 neuroblastoma with bony metastases. He was enrolled for high risk neuroblastoma study R3 modified N7 as per national protocol. He tolerated 4 cycles of chemotherapy which consisted of 3 cycles of cyclophosphamide (70mg/kg on day 0 and 1), vincristine (0.022mg/kg for 3 days) and doxorubicin (25mg/m2 for 3 days), and 1 cycle of cisplatin (50mg/m2 on days 0-3) and etoposide (200mg/m2 days 0-2). However 8 days after his 4th cycle he was admitted with febrile non-neutropenic illness with a rash which was later proven to be varicella zoster virus from skin swab. His twin sister had simultaneous classical chicken pox infection at home.

He received 5 days of intravenous aciclovir (500mg/m2) and all lesions resolved but he required similar, repeated therapy for recurrent skin lesions associated with fever. Two weeks later during a 5th cycle of chemotherapy, which consisted of cisplatin, etoposide, he developed again skin lesions and again intravenous acyclovir (500mg/m2) was started but the lesions persisted and developed (Figure 1a). There was detectable VZV viraemia and he developed invasive disease. Specifically he required repeated drainage of a VZV-associated pericardial effusion associated with impaired
cardiac function. Figure 2 details the clinical course of our patient, including the different drugs used, the viral load in blood, the deteriorating renal function associated with the drugs used and the need for cardiac interventions. There was clearly documented clinical drug resistance to therapeutic dose aciclovir. There was persistence and progression of skin lesions, continuing fever and a necessity for repeated cardiac intervention. There was no clinical response to altered antiviral therapies including foscarnet and cidofovir, and there was additionally identified a novel aciclovir - resistance mutation in the virus isolate. Genotypic VZV resistance testing carried out on blood detected mixed population consisting of wild type VZV and VZV T to C mutation at nucleotide 770 of the thymidine kinase gene resulting in a change of amino acid 257 from leucine to serine. There was also A to C mutation at nucleotide 76 of the thymidine kinase resulting in a change of amino acid 26 from threonine to proline. These mutations have not previously been described in literature. Despite interruption of chemotherapy the patient remained lymphopenic, with persistent, drug-resistant viraemia and marked drug-related toxicity. The patient’s life was threatened in multiple ways - by the VZV directly, by our inability to adequately treat his cancer, and by the organ damage specifically renal impairment, associated with drug therapies. We therefore elected to use experimental, cell-mediated therapy. His twin was shown to be HLA-identical and we gave 5 x 10^6 /kg CD3 positive T-cells from her, taken by venesection, given as a fresh donor lymphocyte infusion (DLI), and after regulatory approval. After this DLI the viral load dropped from log 3.7e10 to undetectable within 6 weeks and his skin lesions resolved (see Figure 1B). We were also able to show improved T cell numbers in the peripheral blood, and that these T-cells were of donor rather than autologous origin using short tandem repeat (STR) analysis, distinguishing donor from recipient DNA in a selected T-cell population taken from patient blood in the weeks following infusion. Antiviral therapies were stopped and the patient has gone on to receive high dose therapy for his neuroblastoma with stem cell rescue, from this same HLA-identical sibling donor. His VZV viral blood load has remained undetectable on twice weekly samples through his subsequent clinical
course. There were no complications of his T-cell therapy and donor T-cells persisted until conditioning therapy for HCT.

Discussion

DLI is adoptive immunotherapy in which virus-specific donor cytotoxic T lymphocytes are transferred to patients, resulting in the elimination of virus-infected cells. Donor Lymphocytes were first used to treat leukaemia relapse after allogeneic haematopoietic stem cell transplant. DLIs have also been successfully used for serious viral infections such as Epstein-Barr virus and adenovirus mostly post allo-HSCT.

In this report we demonstrate clinical and virological response to unmanipulated, HLA-matched DLI in drug-resistant, clinically-refractory, life-threatening VZV infection. We were able to show donor-derived T-cell expansion in the blood of the patient at the same time as there was this clinical and virological response. The importance of DLI is that the mode of action is clearly distinct from that of the failing anti-viral therapy. It can therefore be effective, as in this case, where that therapy has failed due to mutated, drug-resistant virus, or is associated with drug-related toxicities. DLI is not without risk and its risk profile should be carefully considered before administration. In this instance the allogeneic T-cells were not rejected because of the immune suppression of the recipient by previous chemotherapy.

There are the risks associated with allogeneic cell therapy, including virus transmission. These risks are minimised through careful donor selection and appropriate virological testing. A major risk is graft versus host disease (GVHD), in which the infused T-cell population recognises not the virus but host tissues. Third party GVHD might indeed be a fatal illness. The risk of such GVHD is reduced in this instance by using an HLA-matched sibling donor in which there is expected to be fewer allo-reactive T-cells, and by using a relatively modest T-cell dose, which will limit the likelihood of administration of alloreactive T-cells. In other circumstances then the risk of DLI-associated GVHD is reduced by selecting for virus-specific T-cells. This might be done either through prolonged expansion of T-cells during culture with virus antigen or selecting from donor
blood only those cells that secrete gamma interferon on exposure to virus antigen. These processes will select only those cells recognising virus and will therefore deplete allo-reactive cells and has been used to generate EBV-specific “off the shelf” partially HLA-matched cell banks for use in EBV-driven lymphoproliferative disease after solid organ transplant or after HSCT. These technologies were either not available in our acutely sick paediatric patient infected with VZV. As aciclovir resistance is reported as increasing, alternative treatments will be required with increased frequency particularly in immunocompromised patients. We report successful treatment of varicalla zoster virus with DLI which uses a mode of action that is clearly distinct from the increasingly failing anti-viral therapy.
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